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St. Macrina as her Family’s Catalyst toward Angelic Holiness 
 

One need not read far into Gregory of Nyssa’s The Life of St. Macrina to discover that 

Macrina, his sister, was a profound influence on him and the rest of their family. His account 

details how she acted as a spiritual mentor and example not only for him, but also for her 

brothers Basil and Peter, and even for their mother.  She is her family’s servant, leader, exhorter, 

role model, and their pillar of support in faith, wisdom and virtue.  Her impact on Gregory is 

most obvious in the tone he uses to describe her life.  His words overflow with description of her 

goodness, faithfulness, virtue and wisdom.  Indeed, the mere existence of this piece points to his 

high estimation of her:  Having been inspired by her life he wants it not to be forgotten.  In 

essence, Gregory’s account of Macrina’s life of simplicity, worship and service portrays her two-

fold influence on her different family members.  Her daily practices, and her directing influence 

on her mother and Peter toward these practices, also influenced her famous brothers who 

changed the course of history. 

Macrina was the firstborn child of her noble parents, and they wished her to be well-

educated, but not in secular philosophy and poetry.  Instead, Macrina grew up steeped in the 

words of Scripture and thus truly grew in wisdom from a young age.1

                                                 
1 Gregory of Nyssa, "The Life of St. Macrina," in Saint Gregory of Nyssa Ascetical Works, trans. Virginia Woods 

Callahan (Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 1967) 165.  All subsequent citations 
parenthetical in text. 

  When she was twelve, her 

father chose a husband for her for when she “came of age” (167).  When her betrothed husband 

died unexpectedly she chose to never marry anyone else, and so Macrina became her mother’s 

particular companion and voluntary servant.   

 



If anyone can be said to have been Macrina’s original spiritual mentor it would be her 

mother:  “The older woman cared for the young woman’s soul and the daughter for her mother’s 

body” (167).  As time progressed, Macrina and her mother inspired each other to a life of virtue 

and simplicity:  “…Under her mother’s direction, she kept her life blameless and witnessed in 

everything by her, and … she provided her mother with an impressive leadership to the same 

goal; I speak of the goal of philosophy, drawing her on little by little to the immaterial and 

simpler life” (167). 

When “the distinguished Basil” (167) came home from school, having been schooled in 

rhetoric, he was “excessively puffed up by his rhetorical abilities and disdainful of all great 

reputations” (167).  This character is not the Basil that has become distinguished for his virtuous 

example and leadership of the church; according to Gregory, he owes something of his change to 

Macrina.  Macrina points Basil to “the goal of philosophy” (167), instead of worldly fame 

through rhetorical prowess.  It seems she is pointing out that Basil has reversed his priorities; 

taking pride in his rhetorical skills, he has forsaken the way of wisdom, or true philosophy.  

Often we equate philosophy with rhetoric, but Gregory (and Macrina) draws a distinction.  The 

true “goal of philosophy” is not acclaim but living a life of virtue (167).  The pathway to the 

virtuous life is asceticism, service and “labors for one’s own hand to perform” (167).  In 

response to Macrina’s influence, Basil despises the life of fame and pursues the virtuous life 

through asceticism, poverty and working to care for himself.  In some sense, Gregory shows that 

Basil’s fame for virtue and “outstanding activities” (168) he owes largely to Macrina for setting 

him right in the first place. 

Macrina exerted similar influence on her mother.  When the possibility presented itself, 

Macrina persuaded her mother to forsake the life of the nobility and put herself on a level with 



her maids and servants, “making them her sisters and equals rather than her slaves and 

underlings” (168).  Gregory does not explicitly make this connection, but perhaps since Macrina 

had already long been seeing to her mother’s material needs and sharing in her work (167), her 

mother was influenced by the virtuous example of Macrina’s dedicated service to her.  This 

action over a period of years would make her influence even stronger; she is a woman of 

integrity who embodies the virtue to which she encourages others. 

In the account concerning their brother Naucratius, Gregory describes further the positive 

influence Macrina had on their mother.  Naucratius was himself an exemplary figure; at the age 

of twenty-one he forsook the opportunity for fame in the theater and instead “turned to a life of 

monasticism and poverty” (168).  He served a community of the elderly by seeing to their 

material wants, and did so in part by hunting game.  One day as he was out hunting he 

unexpectedly met his death.  When she learned of it, their mother, though “perfectly schooled in 

virtue … became breathless and speechless on the spot and fainted, reason giving way to 

passion” (169).   

Macrina, keeping her “reason” over her “passion,” became a pillar of support for her mother 

in this moment of “weakness” (169).  She bore up her mother’s grief [despite her own loss of 

“her dearest brother” (170)] and “trained her mother’s soul to be courageous” (170).  Despite her 

own loss, she was strength for both and helped her mother heal from this pain “with her own line 

of reasoning … directing her by her own example to patience and fortitude” (170).  So much did 

Macrina strengthen her mother that she had no “opportunity to grieve for the one who was 

absent” and “rejoiced all the more in the good that was present” (170). 

Gregory has thus far described how Macrina directed both Basil and their mother to the life 

of asceticism and virtue, but on their brother Peter Macrina had perhaps the longest and most 



formative influence.  Their father died when Peter was born, and so Macrina took it upon herself 

to raise him (171).  She “led him to all the higher education … exercising him from babyhood in 

sacred learning” (171-2).  “She became all things to the boy; father, teacher, attendant, mother, 

the counselor of every good,” (172) and in these roles she so early led him to a life of virtue and 

simplicity that at a young age “he arrived at a complete mastery of skills upon which most 

people expend much time and energy” (172).  Gregory quite definitely points to Macrina as the 

defining influence on Peter.  He was never formally educated, but considered “nature” and 

Macrina enough, “always looking to his sister and making her the focal point of every good” 

(172).  Gregory eulogizes that in this way Peter became as renowned as Basil for his virtue and, 

like Basil, owes that fame to Macrina who pointed him in the right direction from the beginning 

(172). 

While Gregory explicitly tells the ways Macrina influenced Basil, Peter, and their mother, 

Macrina’s influence on him is implicit in both the quality and fact of his writing.  First, his 

descriptors of her are consistently superlatives, and the stories he tells that highlight her virtue 

show how exemplary he views her life to be.  Second, this is his reason for writing:  As one who 

“raised herself to the highest peak of human virtue through philosophy, she should not be passed 

over in silence and her life rendered ineffective” (163).  Her life is to be held up as a shining 

model for the life of Christian virtue and simplicity. 

Gregory’s language about Macrina is very exalting:  she is “an esteemed person” (163), a 

brilliantly quick learner (165), “extraordinarily skilled” (165), of such beauty that “the hand of 

the painters could not reproduce its perfection” (165), “kept a blameless life” (167), “provided … 

impressive leadership” (167), etc.  Her attachment to the things of earth steadily decreases and in 

community she becomes “divorced from all mortal vanity and attuned to an imitation of the 



existence of the angels” (171).  This language is consistent throughout Gregory’s narrative of her 

life.   

Alongside the stories of specific influence on their other family members Gregory highlights 

points in Macrina’s life that he evidently particularly admires.  More specifically, Gregory 

greatly admires her impulse toward (and praxis of) the monastic life in community (170), and he 

sees the importance of her response to and refinement by experienced grief.  As previously 

mentioned, Macrina persuaded her mother to live a life of asceticism and put herself (formerly a 

noblewoman!) on the same level as her servants.  What was not specifically stated was that 

Macrina “prepared” (170) her mother for this change of lifestyle.  The members of the 

community dedicated themselves to simplicity and poverty of material goods; “their one concern 

was the Divine” (171).  These goals they earnestly pursued, and it is clear that Macrina is the 

primary impulse directing them to pursue these goals; hence Gregory’s admiration of her. 

Gregory also points to several refining moments in her life that brought her to the peak of 

“sanctification” (172) shortly before her death.  These were the deaths of three close family 

members and the events surrounding those deaths.  Naucratius’ death was the first grief; her 

mother’s was the second.  On her deathbed, their mother blessed Macrina and Peter, consecrating 

them to God and praying for their sanctification (172).  Since she was her mother’s closest 

companion all her life it was a particularly grievous loss to Macrina; but the consecration 

strengthened both her and Peter so that they ended up “eclipsing their early successes by their 

later ones” (173).  The third death that closely affected Macrina’s heart was that of Basil.  

Gregory reports that she was justly grieved by this great loss, but also that it acted as the third 

and final refinement that left her as gold with no remaining impurity (173).  When Basil 



“departed from human life … she remained like an undefeated athlete, in no way overcome by 

the onslaught of misfortunes” (173). 

Nine months after the death of Basil, Gregory visited Macrina for the first time in eight years 

and found her on her deathbed (173-4); yet even in her state of suffering Macrina lifts up 

Gregory’s spirits, particularly with respect to the loss of Basil.  “My soul seemed almost to be 

lifted up out of its human sphere by what she said and under the direction of her discourse, take 

its stand in heavenly sanctuaries” (175).  So distanced is she from the sickness of her body that 

the noble activity of her mind “was refreshing her body as if by a kind of dew” (176).  She 

discourses eloquently on the purpose of “life in the flesh, why man exists; how he is mortal, 

whence death comes; and what release there is from death back again into life” (176).  Even as 

she herself is dying, the theme of her story is “thanksgiving to God” (177).  Gregory is all 

admiration. 

As Gregory speaks of troubles he has endured, she points out that the grace of God has been 

bestowed upon him more liberally than upon many whom the world has regarded as great.  Their 

father had been well-known and admired in the Pontic region as a rhetorician, but Gregory’s 

fame far surpasses their father’s:  “ ‘You,’ she continued, ‘are known in the cities, among the 

peoples and the tribes; churches send you forth and summon you as ally and advocate, and do 

you not see the grace in it … since you have little or nothing within yourself by which to achieve 

this?’” (178).  Her exhortation and rebuke are more agreeable to him than any praise:  “I kept 

wishing that the day might be lengthened so that we could continue to enjoy the sweetness of her 

words” (178).  She obviously serves as a model for him of rightly aligned priorities. 

More could be said about Macrina’s influence on Gregory and her other family members:  

Her courageous and single-minded meeting of death, zeal for her Lord, her life of prayer even up 



to her dying moment, and how each of these things served as an example for them.  Perhaps 

finally we should pay some attention to the propriety of the essay’s title:  “The Life of St. 

Macrina.”   

Macrina’s greatest influence was in the whole witness of every day living her life of 

simplicity, worship and service.  It was her lived theology that shaped all the members of her 

family:  to see something practiced is to see how good it truly is.  In the monastic community she 

gave all she had to give of herself and possessions (177); all she had left on earth when she died 

was the simple dress on her body, a head covering, and the sandals on her feet (184).  While 

Gregory and Basil were both definitely impacted by this life (Macrina effectively changed the 

course of history as the ‘behind-the-scenes’ mover of her highly influential brothers Basil and 

Gregory), the family members she influenced most were those with whom she lived daily:  her 

mother and brother Peter.  Their lives were changed daily by her mentorship and example. 

 

 


